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I .  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On November 24, 2015, the City of  Chicago released video footage of  black teenager 
LaQuan McDonald being shot 16 times by white Chicago Police Officer Jason Van Dyke. 
The death of  LaQuan McDonald is not the result of  a single bad police officer acting on his 
own. It is a consequence of  a police oversight system in Chicago that has been designed and 
manipulated to protect abusive police officers. The McDonald shooting is not a rare incident. 
In fact, over the last five years officers of  the Chicago Police Department have killed more 
civilians than any other police department in the country.

The two civilian oversight agencies charged with investigating and disciplining police 
misconduct in Chicago—the Independent Police Review Authority (IPRA) and the Police 
Board—are failing in their fundamental duty to protect the public from police misconduct. An 
analysis of  all 649 documented IPRA sustained findings1 and disciplinary recommendations 
shows that few police officers found guilty of  misconduct face meaningful consequences. An 
analysis of  Police Board decisions in the most severe cases of  misconduct also reveals that 
many police officers who have been recommended for termination are, in fact, still on the 
beat. In addition, the difficulty in accessing comprehensive, complete, and reliable information 
about the investigatory and disciplinary actions of  either of  these agencies underscores the 
need for reform and additional oversight.

This report recommends a policy solution—the FAIR COPS (Freedom through 
Accountability, Investigation, and Reform for Community Oversight of  Policing Services) 
Ordinance—which would establish the Office of  Police Auditor, a legitimately independent, 
transparent, and accountable agency that would oversee the entire process of  police oversight. 
Though the Department of  Justice has announced a federal investigation of  the Chicago 
Police Department, the investigation may span two years and its proposed reforms may only 

1  IPRA reports to have sustained 655 cases of  police misconduct dating back to the agency’s inception in Septem-
ber of  2007. However, IPRA has only published 649 abstracts for sustained cases, so this report will work from the 
assumption that IPRA has in fact only sustained 649 cases of  police misconduct.
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be temporary. The Office of  Police Auditor is a permanent institution that would serve as an 
independent police accountability agency that has access to all police records and data in order 
to perform routine audits of  the Chicago Police Department, the Independent Police Review 
Authority, and the Police Board. 

POLICE BIAS IN IPRA INVESTIGATIONS
Since its inception in 2007, IPRA has investigated more than 10,000 separate allegations of  
excessive force. However, IPRA sustained a mere 130 cases in which excessive force was 
the primary misconduct—a sustained rate of  1.2 percent.2 According to a report from 
the Bureau of  Justice Statistics, the average sustained rate for excessive force complaints is 8 
percent nationally3 —more than six times the rate in Chicago.

Over the course of  its short eight year existence, IPRA has produced some strong trends in 
the outcomes of  its investigations. While it is true that IPRA has found more officers guilty 
of  misconduct over the past three years, its inflated sustained rate is largely due to an increase 
in off-duty police misconduct and a flood of  relatively minor violations that rarely result in 
any meaningful discipline. Approximately three quarters of  the uptick in IPRA’s sustained 
cases over the past three years can be attributed to off-duty misconduct, technical violations 
of  departmental code, and officers who accidentally discharged a weapon. Overall, it is fair 
to say that more than half  of  IPRA’s 649 sustained cases have nothing to do with 
policing—57.8 percent of  all sustained findings are for a domestic incident or other off-duty 
misconduct, the accidental discharge of  a firearm or Taser, or an intra-departmental incident 
between officers.4

The data also reveal that the IPRA’s disciplinary recommendations have become significantly 
more lenient over the past few years. From 2008-11, IPRA recommended separation almost 
as often as a simple reprimand without suspension (18.5% and 19.2% of  sustained cases 

2  All IPRA data cited in this report was obtained from public records on the Independent Police Review Authori-
ty’s website, or from records obtained from IPRA through Freedom of  Information Act requests.

3  United States. Department of  Justice. Office of  Justice Programs, Bureau of  Justice Statistics. By Matthew J. 
Hickman. June 2006. Web. Sept. 2015.

4  Appendix C contains a full account of  the categorization of  misconduct and the research methodology used in 
this report.
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respectively). From 2012-14, IPRA recommended a reprimand without suspension 
nearly twice as often (35.2% of  sustained cases) and separation in far fewer cases 
(7.1%). The average suspension recommended by IPRA also plummeted from 16.2 
days between 2008 and 2011 to 10.7 days over the past three years. 
 

SERIOUS MISCONDUCT DISMISSED BY POLICE BOARD
Between 2008 and 2014, IPRA reported receiving 12,297 complaints of  police 
misconduct, yet recommended the separation of  only 88 sworn police officers.5  
Therefore, IPRA concluded that only 7 out of  every 1,000 reports of  officer misconduct 
justified firing an officer. For these separation cases, the average time from the date the 
complaint was filed to the public reporting of  IPRA’s decision was 3 years and 3 months.

For any case in which IPRA recommends the separation of  an officer and the Police 
Superintendent agrees with the recommendation, the Superintendent files charges with the 
Police Board to discharge the officer. The Police Board then completes a full review of  the 
case and makes a final decision. The Police Board is the only entity with the authority 
to terminate a sworn officer. Given the years of  rigorous investigation and review it takes 
to recommend the discharge of  an officer, it would be expected that the Police Board would 
rarely overturn the joint recommendation of  IPRA and the Superintendent. However, a 
study of  the 63 Police Board cases for which the outcome can be confirmed provides ample 
evidence to the contrary.6

In total, the Police Board discharged the accused officer less than a third of  the time—
19 cases. On the other hand, the Police Board ruled that an astounding 31 officers—
nearly half—should return to duty as a police officer. In 13 of  those 31 cases, the Police 
Board returned officers to duty without any suspension whatsoever, including 11 cases in 

5  IPRA also recommended to terminate 2 probationary officers. However, those cases are not included in the 
analysis because CPD has unilateral authority to fire probationary officers without the approval of  the Police 
Board. 

6  Of  the 88 cases in which IPRA recommended the separation of  a sworn officer, the outcome of  25 cases cannot 
be confirmed because no Police Board documents referencing these cases could be located. It is likely that many 
of  these officers received a reduction in discipline through arbitration and served a suspension. The analysis that 
follows is based upon the final outcome of  the 63 cases that can be confirmed through Police Board records.
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which the Police Board found the officer not guilty on all counts of  misconduct. In 17 cases, 
the Police Board found officers guilty of  some or all counts of  misconduct brought forth, but 
disagreed with the joint recommendation for discharge from IPRA and the Superintendent, 
and instead disciplined the guilty officer with a suspension. Overall, the suspensions meted out 
by the Police Board ranged from 20 days to one year.7 In effect, only 2 officers were discharged 
for every 1,000 reports of  police misconduct that IPRA investigated between 2008 and 2014.

Of  the 88 sworn officers that IPRA recommended be discharged, it’s possible that 
as many as 61 of  those officers are still wearing a CPD uniform today. It can only 
be confirmed that 25 of  these officers are no longer members of  the Chicago Police 
Department because they were either fired or voluntarily resigned. 

POLICY RECOMMENDATION: 
THE OFFICE OF POLICE AUDITOR
There are significant structural deficiencies in the transparency and objectivity of  IPRA’s 
investigation process and in the Police Board’s reviews of  the most severe cases of  
misconduct. In an effort to establish legitimate independent oversight, Community Renewal 
Society has proposed the FAIR COPS (Freedom through Accountability, Investigation, and 
Reform for Community Oversight of  Policing Services) Ordinance. FAIR COPS would 
establish a Police Auditor Office in Chicago to: audit compliance with federal, state, 
city, and departmental codes; analyze patterns and practices of  police misconduct 
or bias; and implement changes in policies to promote more efficient, fair, and 
transparent policing and police oversight. The Police Auditor would maintain greater 
independence than IPRA or the Police Board because the Chief  Auditor would be appointed 
by a third-party outside of  city government and its budget would be protected by law.

Unlike IPRA, the Police Auditor would have the power and the responsibility to 
identify, investigate, and proactively address patterns of  misconduct—both by 
individual officers and across the entire police department. Looking for patterns of  
misconduct by individual police officers, the Police Auditor can identify “problem officers” 

7  All Police Board data cited in this report was accessed from public records obtained by the Chicago Justice 
Project.
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and intervene with training, additional supervision, or discipline before those officers commit 
more serious misconduct. Looking for patterns of  misconduct at the department level, the 
Police Auditor could identify areas of  improvement for the police department and propose 
changes to policing policies or practices to reduce excessive force, officer-involved shootings, 
or other misconduct across the entire department.

The patterns of  misconduct by individual officers and the entire Chicago Police Department 
cannot continue to go unchecked. Moreover, the independence and integrity of  IPRA 
investigations and Police Board decisions must also come under greater public scrutiny. The 
FAIR COPS Ordinance would create a Police Auditor in Chicago with legitimate independence 
and authority to police the police as well as the existing oversight agencies to ensure that the 
citizens of  Chicago are protected against police abuse. 


